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Abstract. The energy conservation method is based on
knowledge of the state vector and measurements of nonconservative forces. This is or will be provided by CHAMP,
GRACE and GOCE. Here the analysis of one month of
CHAMP state vector and accelerometer data is described.
The energy conservation method is used to estimate the
gravity potential at satellite altitude. When doing so we consider the tidal potential from the sun and the moon, the explicit time variation of the gravity potential in inertial space
and loss of energy due to external forces.
Fast Spherical Collocation have been used to estimate a
gravity field model to degree and order 90, UCPH2002 04.
This gravity field model is compared to EGM96 and EIGEN2. The largest differences with respect to EGM96 are
found at those places where the gravity data used to determine EGM96 had the largest uncertainty. EIGEN-2 and
UCPH2002 04 are similar, though there are some differences
in Antarctica and Central Asia.
Key words. CHAMP, energy conservation, gravity field
model, collocation

1 Introduction
The German CHAlleging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP)
was launched in July 2000. It carries a GPS receiver and
a three-axes accelerometer. This is the first satellite that provides the user with position and accelerometer measurements
for geopotential recovery, enabling the use of the energy conservation method.
From energy conservation in inertial space the relationship
between the gravitational potential and the state vector of the
satellite can be derived. The state vector is obtained from
the CHAMP Rapid Science Orbit (RSO) product (Michalak
et al., 2003). Besides the potential due to the mass of the
earth, we have considered the tidal potential from the sun
and the moon, loss of energy due to external forces and the
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explicit time variation of the gravitational potential in inertial
space.
The pre-processed accelerometer data (Förste, 2002) were
used to estimate the energy loss, however scale error and bias
in the accelerometer had to be estimated. A comparison with
the high degree and order gravity potential reference field
EGM96 (Lemoine et al., 1998) has been used to estimate a
scale factor for the along-track accelerometer.
The RSO state vector data (x, y, z, vx , vy , vz ) and the
pre-processed accelerometer data (ax , ay , az ) from August
2001 have been analysed. The RSO is available as fourteen
hour files starting at 10:00 and 22:00. The orbit solution in
the beginning and end of a file is poorly constrained in the
orbit determination process. We therefore divided the orbit
files into twelve hour files starting at 11:00 and 23:00. This
minimise the discontinuity of the state vector.
The state vector is given in the Conventional Terrestrial
System (CTS) and the accelerometer data is given in a local instrument reference frame. The x-axis is aligned along
the radial direction, the y-axis is along the direction towards
the boom (along-track) and the z-axis is completing the triad
along the perpendicular direction of the orbital plane (crosstrack).
During the investigations of the method it was found that
the error of the energy conservation method is sensitive to
variations in the solar activity. An analysis of the solar activity lead us to select August 2001 because of uniform low
variability in this period (Bilitza, 2002).
The feasibility of the energy conservation method was earlier tested by Gerlach et al. (2003), Howe and Tscherning
(2003) and Han et al. (2002). The first two groups made
use of the rapid science orbits for a small time period. The
first group used a semi-analytical approach to determine the
gravity field model to degree and order 60 by a 2D-Fourier
method. The third group used precise orbits for a 16-day period and a numerical procedure to determine a gravity field
model to degree and order 50.
In this paper the method of Fast Spherical Collocation
based on least squares collocation (Sansó and Tscherning,
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2002) is used to determine a gravity field model to degree
and order 90. It is also possible to estimate errors along with
the spherical harmonic coefficients.
2

Energy conservation

The energy conservation method relate the earth’s gravitational potential V to the kinetic energy of the satellite minus
the energy loss. The earth’s gravitational potential per unit
mass can be expressed as
V =

1 2
v − Vsun − Vmoon − ω(xvy − yvx ) − F − E0 − U (1)
2
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where T =
is the kinetic energy per unit mass of the
satellite and v is the velocity vector. The last term U is the
GRS80 normal potential without centrifugal term. E0 is an
integration constant.
ω(xvy − yvx ) is the so-called ‘potential rotation’ term that
accounts for the rotation of the Earth’s potential in the inertial
frame (Jekeli, 1999). Since the state vector is in the CTS we
have to transform it into an inertial reference frame. We have
chosen to make an approximation where the rotation of the
earth is taken into account but precession, nutation and pole
position are neglected. This approximation is acceptable as
the induced error is below 3%.
The second and third term Vsun and Vmoon is the tidal potential of the sun and the moon respectively corresponding to
a rigid earth (Longman, 1959). For the sun we have
Vsun =

gsun r
2

(2)

µMsun r
(3 cos2 φ − 1)
AU 3

(3)

where
gsun =

gsun
The tidal acceleration due to the sun
µ
Newton’s gravitational constant GM
Msun Mass of the sun
r
Distance from the satellite to the center of the earth
AU
Astronomical unit
φ
The zenith angle of the sun
Tidal potentials from other planets are neglected since they
are small compared to that of the sun and the moon.
The non-conservative forces F can be estimated as
Z
F = v · adt
(4)
where v and a is the velocity and acceleration vectors respectively in an inertial reference frame. It is known that due
to a failure in one of the electrodes of the accelerometer the
measurement of the radial component is incorrect (Reigber,
2001). Recently an algorithm was found to correct the radial
component, but this is not implemented for the data used in
this paper. Instead the radial component is neglected in this
analysis. The cross-track component of the signal is also neglected. This component primarily expresses the cross winds
that affects the satellite when it is in the polar regions. To

a first approximation it is acceptable to neglect this component of the non-conservative forces. This seems acceptable
because the main part of the non-conservative forces is due
to air drag which is measured by the along-track component
of the acceleration. The air drag can be estimated
Z
Fa =

|v|ay dt

(5)

|v| is the magnitude of the velocity vector and ay the alongtrack acceleration. The error induced by this approximation
is due to the fact that the velocity vector not necessarily is
aligned in the flight direction at all times. However the deviation is very small and therefore insignificant.
The along-track acceleration has to be corrected for bias
and scale factor errors. The bias is found not to vary over the
period, so the bias given in the accelerometer files is used,
b = 0.3555 mGal. The scale factor may have variations
(Visser and van den IJssel, 2002) and a value is estimated for
the given period. The scale factor is estimated by correlating
the air drag with the difference between the calculated gravitational potential and an a priori gravity model. EGM96 is
used as a priori gravity field model. A scale factor is estimated for each half day, see Fig. 1. Most of the values are
between 0.6 and 0.8. Why the first three half days have so
small scale factors are not explained yet. We therefore disregard these three values when finding the mean scale factor
which is to be used in the further data analysis. We find a
scale factor of 0.68. The along-track acceleration is then corrected for the scale factor and the air drag is calculated.
During the data analysis it was found that there are errors
in the published accelerometer file from 16 August 2001. We
have chosen to include this day anyway since the largest error
is in the cross-track acceleration. Using Fourier analysis we
found a signal corresponding to twice per obital revolution.
This may be due to velocity or orbit errors. We have chosen
to disregard this until further investigations have been made.
The gravitational potential in satellite altitude is now estimated using Eq. (1) and may be used for the determination
of spherical harmonic coefficients.
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Fig. 3. Difference in geoid heights [m] between UCPH2002 04 and
EIGEN-2 (above) or EGM96 (below), respectively.
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Fig. 2. Error degree variances (above) and degree variances (below)
for UCPH2002 04 (solid), EGM96 (dashed) and EIGEN-2 (dotted).
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Gravity field model UCPH2002 04

As a preparation for the use of least squares collocation
EGM96 to degree and order 24 was subtracted. This makes
the residual potential statistically more homogeneous. The
residual potential values are then up-/downwards continued
to a common height of 440 km above the ellipsoid. The up/downwards continuation is performed using gravity disturbances calculated using EGM96.
The values in a grid spanning the earth from 87◦ S to 87◦ N
with 0.5◦ spacing was determined using collocation. From
this grid we estimate the spherical harmonic coefficients and
their associated errors. In the determination of the coefficients Fast Spherical Collocation is used. After the estimation EGM96 to degree and order 24 is added to get a complete set of spherical harmonic coefficients.
3.1

Evaluation of the UCPH2002 04 model

Degree variances and error degree variances of our model are
compared with EGM96 and EIGEN-2 (Reigber et al., 2002),
see Fig. 2. It is seen by inspection of Fig. 2 that above degree 60 there is no or little information left in UCPH2002 04
and EIGEN-2. Furthermore it is seen that below degree 40
UCPH2002 04 is expected to improve EGM96.

Using UCPH2002 04, EIGEN-2 and EGM96 to degree
and order 60 we calculate geoid heights in a grid spanning the earth from 87◦ S to 87◦ N with 1.5◦ spacing. Values computed using EIGEN-2 and EGM96 are subtracted
from the values computed with UCPH2002 04. These differences are shown in Fig. 3. The mean differences between
UCPH2002 04 and EGM96 is found to be −1.31 cm and between UCPH2002 04 and EIGEN-2 −1.13 cm. The standard
deviation of the differences is found to be 64.6 cm for both
EGM96 and EIGEN-2.
The difference in Fig. 3 show a ribbon-like structure
which we suspect is due to orbit errors in the RSO product.
When inspecting the difference between UCPH2002 04 and
EGM96 we find relativly large differences in Antarctica, the
Himalayas and Baffin Bay as would be expected since only
few oberservations were available in these areas when determining EGM96. When looking at the difference between
UCPH2002 04 and EIGEN-2 there are some significant differences in Antarctica, Central and South-East Asia to be
seen, but generaly UCPH2002 04 and EIGEN-2 agrees better than UCPH2002 04 and EGM96.
An earlier version of the model (UCPH2002 02) as well
as other gravity field models has been compared with over
800000 terrestrial free-air gravity anomalies from Australia
and New Zealand (Amos and Featherstone, 2003). These
comparisons show that UCPH2002 02 and EIGEN-2 gives a
better fit to the terrestrial data than other satellite-only gravity
models. UCPH2002 02 is found to give a slightly better fit
than EIGEN-2, but the difference is not statistically signifi-
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cant. The UCPH2002 02 model uses a less accurate gridding
method than the current model.
4

Concluding remarks

We have determined a gravity field model from one month of
CHAMP RSO and accelerometer data using energy conservation and collocation. The gravity field model is complete
to degree and order 90. We find that our model is different
from EGM96 in areas where it is known that for the determination of EGM96 very little data were used. We find a good
agreement between our model and EIGEN-2. UCPH2002 04
has new information compared to pre-CHAMP models and
agrees with post-CHAMP models. It indicates that the energy conservation method is feasible for gravity field recovery. However further investigations are still needed.
It is very important to reduce orbit and velocity error. This
can be done with precise orbits. Some of the features in the
polar regions may be caused by cross winds and the fact that
the velocity vector deviates the most from the flight direction
in these regions. This can be corrected by taking all three
accelerations into account, since recently a correction for the
erroneous radial component have become available.
The energy conservation method is a promising method
for gravity field recovery which should be further investigated and developed for use on GRACE and GOCE data as
well. When precise orbit data becomes available we intent to
determine a new set of spherical harmonic coefficients contingently using a larger time period.
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